
Highlights

• Economic activity has lost steam sooner than expected. We

cut our 2021 GDP growth forecast to 4.5% from 5%. We also

reduced the projection for 2022 to 0% from 0.8%, mainly due

to the lower statistical carryover;

• Inflation pressures that pushed the IPCA above 10% in 2021

should continue, to a lesser extent, in 2022. Tighter

monetary policy and more stable energy prices should

contribute to reduce inflation ahead. Still, we keep our 5.2%

forecast for 2022, above the upper limit of the target range;

• The primary balance will be positive this year for the first

time since 2013. But due to transitory reasons, such as high

commodity prices and temporary legal constraints on rising

civil servants' wages. In 2022, lower growth and the room for

more expenditures created by the “Precatórios bill“ should

lead primary balance back to negative territory;

• The real remains undervalued, considering its external

fundamentals. But domestic and external risks should keep

it around current levels throughout 2022;

• The Central Bank tends to keep the tightening pace for

longer, considering high inflation and fiscal uncertainties.

Thus, we adjust our terminal Selic rate to 11.5% from 11.0%

(March 22). Weaker economic grow, however, should open

some room for rate cuts before 2022 yearend.
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The economic scenario has changed little in recent weeks.

The economic recovery remains on track in the main developed economies and inflationary pressure

continues due to both supply and demand factors. There are early signs of decompression in global

production chains, although quite incipient. Overall, global monetary policy should continue to normalize in

coming quarters.

The only material new development was the emergence of the coronavirus Omicron variant, but it is still too

early to assess its impacts on pandemic dynamics and on the economy.

In Brazil, inflation remains elevated. The IPCA core is hovering above 10%, which will require the Central Bank

to keep the pace of monetary tightening for a longer. We now believe that the Selic will reach 11.50% at the

end of the first quarter of next year (11% before), significantly above what we estimate as the neutral level

(around 7.5%).

The economic activity is already slowing down, and the deceleration is expected to intensify ahead due to the

significant monetary adjustment. Thus, we reduced our GDP growth forecast for 2021 and 2022.

Under those circumstances, we believe that the Central Bank will find room to reduce the Selic by the end of

2022.

On the fiscal side, there is also little news: it remains uncertain how the government will accommodate higher

expenditures on court ordered payments (precatórios) and Auxílio Brasil (new cash transfer program that

replaced Bolsa Família) in next year’s budget.

We keep the assessment described here last month that the credibility of the fiscal policy has been

compromised , which should keep risk premiums and inflation under further pressure for the quarters to

come. Particularly amid an electoral campaign in which public spending will take central stage.
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Global Backdrop: Economic recovery 

continues, Omicron is a risk 
 

US economic recovery remains solid. Our expectation is that economic 

growth will print an above potential 3.8% y/y, a performance that will 

likely help bring the unemployment rate down to 4% (from the current 

4.6%). 

 

We expect a very parsimonious monetary policy normalization 

process. We do expect the Fed to accelerate the pace of tapering in 

January to USD 20 billion per month, on the back of lingering high 

inflation and an accelerating economy in Q421. Our base case remains 

that the Fed does not hike rates before Q422, despite lingering high 

inflation. The markets are pricing an earlier liftoff (as early as July). The 

main difference between our view and the consensus view in the 

market is that we do believe that the rate of inflation will mean-revert 

faster than the consensus expects. 

 

We believe that the US 10-year bond will end 2022 yielding 1.7%, 

relatively unchanged compared to the likely end of 2021 yield –as 

markets price-in that longer-term disinflation pressures prove stronger 

than short-term pandemic-related inefficiencies.    

 

Regarding China, we expect the economy to expand at 5.5-6% in 2022, 

after having had grown an estimated 9% y/y in 2021. The recovery 

remains a function of the degree of additional stimulus that the 

Chinese government will decide to deliver in the forthcoming year. We 

remain convinced that when push comes to shove, the authorities will 

decide in favor of taking the pragmatic route on the construction 

sector, in order to keep the Evergrande debacle from delivering a 

material blow to confidence and, hence, political stability. 

 

For commodities, our baseline scenario implies prices will remain 

relatively stable or marginally down in 2022, as global monetary policy 

gets tighter. 

 

On Covid, we strongly believe that the rollout of the Pfizer and Merck 

treatment pills, ones that promise to keep people away from hospitals 

even if they catch the virus (the Covid version of the Tamiflu that 

counters H1N1) will prove to be the final solution to the Covid crisis.  

 

We acknowledge that the appearance of the new “Omicron” variant is 

a risk to our 2022 growth forecast, but we contend that under virtually 

all circumstances world governments will refrain from reintroducing 

draconian lockdown measures, not least because the evidence on the 

effectiveness of such measures remains sketchy, at best.   

  

Brazil: Low GDP, high inflation 

Economic Activity – Losing steam sooner 

than expected 

Brazilian economy has lost strength in the recent period. After a 

significant expansion registered in Q1 (1.3%), output stagnated. 

According to data published yesterday (Dec 2nd), total GDP dropped 
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0.35% in Q2 and inched down 0.1% in Q3 (QoQ sa) – thus, a “technical 

recession” (two quarterly declines in a row). A few weeks ago, market 

expectations pointed to strong GDP growth last quarter.          

Supply constraints and rising inflation are the main reasons behind the 

frustration with economic activity over the past few months. Regarding 

the former, input shortages and the sharp rise in costs (particularly with 

energy and transport) continue to severely hinder the industrial sector, 

which faces reduced inventory levels and high uncertainty about the 

normalization of global supply chains. Meanwhile, persistently high 

and widespread inflation limits household spending and explains much 

of plummeting retail sales in Q3.  

On the positive side, the services sector remains on a recovery path. 

Progress in vaccine rollout and subsequent economic reopening have 

boosted services rendered to families, which offset the weakness seen 

in other activities (see chart). The benefits of increased mobility are 

expected to be reaped until early 2022, albeit less intensely.    

All-in, we are revising our expectation for 2021 GDP growth, to 4.5% 

from 5.0%. We anticipate modest growth for Q4 GDP (0.3% QoQ; 1.3% 

YoY), in line with the rebounding employment level, continued recovery 

of the services sector (although at a slower pace) and a slight 

improvement in industrial production (see chart). Notwithstanding, the 

statistical carry-over effect to 2022 GDP growth will probably be much 

lower than expected in our latest macro review report (from 0.7pp to 

only 0.1pp).  

Accordingly, we are also changing our projection for 2022 GDP growth, 

to 0% from 0.8%. Our baseline scenario already incorporates the 

(lagged) contractionary effects of the tightening monetary policy, 

heightened uncertainty about the fiscal framework and the political 

environment, in addition to a milder global economic growth. 

Regarding the latter, we do not expect widespread (and long-lasting) 

mobility restrictions stemmed from the emergence of the new 

coronavirus variant (Omicron), although acknowledging it as a 

downside risk to next year’s activity outlook.  

Favorable prospects for agricultural production, gradual easing of 

supply chain disruptions and growing employed population should 

prevent an even weaker GDP performance in 2022.  

First, some sectors that are less sensitive to the economic cycle are 

expected to show solid results next year, particularly agriculture (the 

grain harvest will likely reach record levels). Furthermore, we count on 

a gradual normalization of global supply chains, which should allow for 

increased production and inventory replenishment processes to take 

place in sectors that have been hit the hardest by supply disruptions 

(e.g., automotive sector).  

Finally, real household disposable income should grow – albeit 

modestly – in 2022, since the expansion of the employed population 

combined with the implementation of the “Auxílio Brasil” program 

(government cash-transfers to low-income people) should 

counterbalance the end of the pandemic-related emergency aid and 

real wages at low levels.    
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Total investments will likely shrink in 2022, reflecting the sharp rise in 

interest rates. But the accumulated performance since 2020 should 

remain positive. After climbing this year, Gross Fixed Capital Formation 

should slow down in the wake of credit tightening. Nevertheless, solid 

demand for capital goods in the agriculture, oil & gas and water & 

sewerage sectors (boosted by public service concessions) should 

keep total investment at relatively high levels (see chart).     

 

Inflation – Short-term pressure to continue 

IPCA inflation forecasts for 2021 are now above 10%, exceeding the 

central bank's target by more than 6pp. The reasons behind such a 

high inflationary pressure are rising commodity prices, global supply 

chain bottlenecks, economic reopening, exchange rate devaluation 

and water crisis.  

These pressures also contaminate projections for 2022, as reflected in 

the rise of market expectations (see chart). The groups likely to be 

most affected by this year's inflation inertia are “managed goods” and 

“services”, for which we project 5.3% and 5.7% rise next year 

(respectively).  

Furthermore, data suggest that these cost pressures have not yet 

recede. Core PPI remains elevated (see chart). We forecast a 4.8% 

increase in 2022 industrial prices, after a 12% hike expected for 2021 - 

a number that already accommodates these pressures. 

These factors support our forecast for 2022 IPCA at 5.2%, above the 

top of the central bank's target range band.  

There are reasons, however, to believe in a gradual disinflation ahead. 

A more restrictive monetary policy (which has lagged effects on 

inflation) added to energy price accommodation - we project oil price 

stability and a return to red flag 1 in the electricity tariff - should contain 

additional advances in regulated prices and services. 

Likewise, a drop in purchasing power, still high unemployment and 

more stable commodity prices in 2022 should contribute to the 

slowdown in durable goods and food inflation. 

Thus, we continue to believe that inflation should return to the target 

range in 2023. 
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Is Omicron inflationary? It is too early to assert its effects on the global 

economy. On the one hand, a worsening in the pandemic scenario 

could be deflationary due to the drop in commodity prices (especially 

oil), and the possible reduction in demand for services, if the 

governments reinstate mobility restriction measures. On the other 

hand, global supply chain bottlenecks can intensify.  

Furthermore, these impacts will only be significant if the variant proves 

resistant to vaccines and/ or generates more severe effects. 

For now, we haven’t accounted for any covid-19 related changes in our 

projections. 

Fiscal – Positive 2021, back to red in 2022 

2021 results remain solid. Tax revenues have been boosted by high 

commodity prices and the economic recovery. On the expenditure side, 

the sharp yearly fall is explained by lower Covid-related spending, in 

addition to some mild reductions in other expenses (personnel and 

employment benefits).  

The monthly results show the twelve-month accumulated primary 

deficit at 1.4% of GDP for the Central Government (see chart). However, 

this figure should be substantially reduced by year end, as 

extraordinary spending seen in November and December 2020 should 

not take place this year.  

The Ministry of Economy forecasted a primary deficit at 1.1% of GDP. 

However, we assess that this value should be close to a deficit at 0.8% 

of GDP, for two reasons: First, we should continue to see a positive 

trend in federal tax collection – as reflected in October’s results, above 

official forecasts.  

Second, part of the budgeted spending should not be executed this 

year, given the tight calendar. Based on previous budget behavior, we 

project total “pooling" (“empoçamento”,, in Portuguese) of around R$ 

15 billion for the year.  

Regional governments results are even stronger (see chart). 

Subnational governments accumulate a R$ 98.7bn primary surplus so 

far this year, mostly thanks to the substantial increase in ICMS 

(regional VAT) collection, especially on fuels (31.8%), wholesale trade 

(19.6%) and electricity (13.9%). A temporary legislation limiting the use 

of these extra resources on mandatory spending also contribute to the 

positive performance.  

This scenario should drive the consolidated public sector to register a 

primary surplus in 2021 - the first since 2013.  

The positive performance, however, should be temporary. 

2021 revenue increase will not be repeated next year. Central and 

subnational governments benefited from economic recovery and the 

rise in commodity prices, something unlikely to take place next year (at 

least not on the same level).  

Higher expenditures are expected due to the flexibilization in the legal 

framework. With the approval of the “Precatórios bill”, opens room form 

more than R$ 100 billion reais in fresh expenses for 2022.  
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Finally, restrictions for regional governments’ additional mandatory 

spending come to an end next year. This, combined with the election 

year, should boost spending at the subnational level, reversing the 

positive trend seen this year.  

Thus, we expect the consolidated public sector to return to a primary 

deficit in 2022. Reduced economic growth, monetary policy tightening 

and increased in fiscal risk perception (and, therefore, market pricing) 

should also rapidly weigh on public debt – as we’ve already started to 

see this year. 

External Sector – Rising imports reduce 

2021 trade balance surplus 

External sector data were worse than expected in November. The 12-

month trade balance surplus dropped to $59.9 billion in November, 

from $63.7 billion in October - the worst monthly print since 2014. 

There is a positive piece of news though: trade openness (exports plus 

imports) increased 30% y/y.  

Exports advanced 17% over November last year - the second highest 

recorded value for the month. On imports, the monthly result reached 

record high for November, driven by oil derivatives, vaccines and 

fertilizers. 

Considering the lower-than-expected results from October and 

November, we revised our already pessimistic forecast for trade 

balance to US$ 58.9 billion (US$ 67.4 billion before).  

Using Central Bank’s BPM6 methodology and incorporating the new 

trade balance forecast, we’ve adjusted our current account deficit 

forecast for 2021 from US$ 18.6 billion to US$ 25.5 billion (1.6% of 

GDP).  

For 2022, due to the slowdown in economic activity, the deficit is 

expected to retreat to US$ 14.9 billion (-0.9% of GDP). 

The BRL performed well relative to other EMs in November, but there's 

nothing to celebrate 

In November, the BRL showed strong volatility, partially explained by 

fiscal uncertainties. However, the Brazilian currency closed the month 

stable at US$5.62, better than its peers (see chart). 

However, the BRL remains substantially undervalued relative to 

fundamentals, according to our models. 

In the first week of December, emerging market currencies weakened, 

on the signaling of a faster normalization of US monetary policy and 

news on Omicron. It is too early, however, to state that this will be a 

trend for the coming months. 

Considering global and domestic uncertainties going forward, we keep 

our 5,7 reais to the dollar forecast for 2021 and 2022. 
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Monetary Policy – Global inflation and fiscal 

deterioration worsened the trade-off for 

Monetary Policy  

Brazilian Central Bank (BC) faces an enormous challenge on monetary 

policy front. Consumer inflation continues to run well above the target 

path and there’s still pressure in wholesale prices to be passed on to 

consumers.  

In 2022, the pass through will not be as immediate it has been this year. 

Domestic demand is already weakening, and the bulk of the monetary 

tightening already implemented by the BCB is still to be felt by the 

economy. 

However, the uncertain scenario abroad and the deterioration of fiscal 

policy domestically do not allow the BCB to “wait and see”. Therefore, 

the monetary authority should keep the tightening pace in order to 

anchor inflation expectations, even if it leads to an “overkill” ahead. 

In other words, the effect of global inflation and looser fiscal policy on 

inflation expectations worsened the trade-off for monetary policy. The 

central bank will have to accept greater output volatility in order to 

reach the same inflation convergency to the target path. 

Thus, in addition to the 150-bps rise in the Selic rate we already 

expected for December, we now foresee another 150-bps hike in 

January, followed by a final 75-bps hike in March, taking the Selic rate 

to 11.50% at the end of the tightening cycle (11.00% before). 

It is a level significantly above the rate we consider as neutral (around 

7.50%). In the absence of global shocks or further deterioration in fiscal 

conditions, this level should be enough to foster a gradual convergence 

of inflation to the target path until 2023. 

If we are right and inflation starts to reduce over the next year, the BCB 

will find room to start reducing the Selic back to “neutral” still in 2022 , 

with a 0.50pp cut in December.  
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